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(a) the author for a discussion on the issue and (b) any one who could assist the author in finding a common word for a group of
people or an institution. That is, a type of a dyslexia that makes a person unable to perceive [..]. (c) the writer or more probably

the lexicographer for a discussion on the issue and for any lexicographical corrections and terms for such a group of people.
What is the meaning of an -(i) report, (ii) example, (iii) instance, (iv) illustration and (v) illustration? Or: What is the meaning of

“be well known”? And What is the meaning of “understood”? - By the way, the Latin for “illustration” is “illustrare”. - You
cannot find this fact in a dictionary. - What is the meaning of “report”? And what is the meaning of “example”? - The Latin for
“illustration” is “illustrare”. - What is the meaning of “instance”? - The Latin for “illustration” is “illustrare”. - By the way, the

Latin for “illustration” is “illustrare”. - What is the meaning of “instance”? Or: What is the meaning of “illustration”? - A
Spanish dictionary says that “illustration” is “documento, que debe ser interpretado”. And I am afraid to say that in the same

dictionary there are more errors on the same type of words. For instance, I am sure that they say that “render” is “dar pie al ser”.
- What is the meaning of “illustration”? - A Spanish dictionary says that “illustration” is “documento, que debe ser interpretado”.
- What is the meaning of “instance”? And what is the meaning of “example”? - Many dictionaries are inconsistent, but not all. -

You cannot find this fact in a dictionary. - What is the meaning of “example”? “To illustrate” means “para ilustrar”. - You
cannot find this fact in a dictionary. -
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